
 

Main Features

a a —
Powerful fourth-generation data management
facilities
— Non-procedural commandand inquiry
language

— Fully customizable, user-specific vocabulary

a
Relationally-based, distributed DBMS
— Integrated data dictionaries
- Fast hashedkey accesstoall files
— Flexible and adaptable
—Compact, variable-length technology
- Multi-valuedfields and associations
~I-type descriptors provide related,
concatenated, computed, conditional and
programmedvirtualfields

~ Transparent inquiry and update on remote
data files

— Full concurrency control across network

a —
Full application development environment
— Fast prototyping tools
~ Structured, easily-learned programming
language

— Fast compilation andinteractive source-level
debugging

— Built-in editor with commandstack
— Integrated, multilevel menu subsystem
— Access to PRIMOS®operating system-based
facilities and applications

— Recordretrieval and update access to
MIDASPLUS™files

Compatible with all 50 Series™ systems running
on the PRIMOS®operating system
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Main Description

Prime INFORMATIONsoftwareis a powerful,
fourth-generation,relationally-based, distributed
database managementproduct.It provides a
unique, complete and highly productive
environmentfor creating and using integrated
application software solutions.
The system is so comprehensivethatit enables

applicationsto be developedliterally from start
to finish. The manyoperations that can be
performed with the Prime INFORMATION
system include:

* quick, easy application prototyping
+ file and database design
* writing production programs
¢ multi-level menu creation and maintenance
+ performing pre-defined or ad hoc queries and
reports

¢ changing data definitions easily without
reloading the database

* entering and verifying data easily
* completely customizing an application and
user environment.

This productwill run on all 50 Series
superminicomputers.

Fourth-generation system

Prime INFORMATIONisconsidered a
fourth-generation product becauseit creates and
maintains a highly productive, user-friendly,
flexible and easy-to-customize environmentfor
both the user and the developer.

Developers using Prime INFORMATIONare
usually four-to-ten-times more productive than
those using traditional development systems,
becauseof the interactive tools provided to
model, prototype, write, compile and debug en-
tire applications. The system provides extensive
online HELP facilities. The user can customize
a vocabulary containing all of the words, verbs,
phrases, keywords, sentences and paragraphs
that Prime INFORMATIONsoftware under-
stands. Users can expandor update their own
vocabulary files and default records at any time.
Noisewords(throw-away words) can be added to
those that come with the system, making com-
mandsgiven to Prime INFORMATION more
naturaland readable.

 

Relational-like

Thesystemis a very flexible, relational-like
environmentfor the user. Prime INFORMATION
keeps data separate from the dictionaries, so
users can modify, add or delete definitions quickly
and easily. Users can perform these operations
without having to unload andreload databases,
recompile programsandredesign reports and
inquiries.

Prime INFORMATIONgoes beyond these
relational advantages. By storing data in a
variable length formaton disks, it improves
storage efficiency and simplifies changing
information. There may be one dictionary to
describe severaldatafiles, or several dictionaries
for a single file. Multi-valued fields, such as
children’s names in personneldatabase, can
occuras often as desired within a record. Groups
of multi-valued fields forming an Association
(similar to a COBOLrepeating group) also have
nopresetlimit on the numberof times they can
occur,

I-Items(I-type Descriptors)

Another unique feature of the system is the
Litem, whichis described in the dictionary.
L-items describe fields that are notstoredas indi-
vidualdatafields. Instead, these fields are either
calculated from other datafield values orI-item
field values, or are taken from relateddatafields
in otherfiles during execution.

ExamplesofI-items include arithmetic
calculations, concatenations, conditionally-
processedfields, and fields whosevalues are
determined by a system-supplied intrinsic
function, or by a user-written subroutine.

Distributed Applications

Prime INFORMATIONofferstruly distributed
processing capabilities becauseit allows users to
transparently access and update data on remote
systemsin an ad hocor programmed manner, as
thoughthe data wasstoredlocally.
This is very useful in departmental systems

connectedto and sharing data with a main corpo-
rate system,or in applications where widely dis-
persed systemsneedonline accessto both a local
and remote database. Prime INFORMATION
also takes full advantage of the excellent com-
municationsfacilities of Prime® systems.
 

Prototyping and ApplicationDevelopment

Prime INFORMATIONcansaveusers significant
amountsof time and moneyby enabling them to
prototype an entire application without writing
a single line of code. This prototype forms the
basis for the production solution; in somecases,

it may be thesolution.
If additional programmingis required, the

system hassuch excellent developmenttools
as the Prime INFORMATIONeditor and the
INFO/BASIC™compiler and debugger.
Prime INFORMATIONsoftware also provides

acomplete menu sub-system for defining and
restricting accessto applications. Programs do
not have to be specially written for this purpose.
Dictionary viewsof data used in conjunction
with Access Control Lists and other PRIMOS
security features can create a fully secured
application usage environment.
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For integration purposesand greater ease-of-
use, Prime INFORMATIONprovides convenient
access to its host operating system, PRIMOS,
and to the many PRIMOSbasedapplications and
databases. Verbs in the vocabulary file will exe-
cute PRIMOS commandsforthe interactive user.
For call level access to subroutines written in
non INFO/BASIC languages such as COBOL,
Fortran, and PL/1 from INFO/BASIC programs,
Prime INFORMATIONoffers the General Call-
ing Interface (GCI). Also, a set of INFO/BASIC
subroutine interludesare provided for read/write
access to records maintained by MIDASPLUS
(Prime’s multiple-indexedfile access system).

Technical Description

The system consists of several sophisticated,
fully-integrated subsystems: INFO/DMS,
INFORM,™ PERFORM,™ INFO/BASIC,
EDITOR and ENTRO."Its state-of-the-art tech-
nology provides data independence throughits
dictionaries, and user-friendliness through its
vocabulary and built-in HELPfiles. Each subsys-
tem is both vocabulary- and dictionary-driven.

 

PERSONAL VOCABULARY (VOC) FILE

Every Prime INFORMATIONsystem user or
accounthas a personal vocabulary (VOC)file,
whichis the languageor lexicon of Prime
INFORMATION.It containsall the verb, key-
word, phrase, sentence, paragraph, procedure
and file definitions. A user can modify, delete or
add records to the VOCfile, customizing the
ACCOUNTforpersonal use or running applica-
tions from that ACCOUNT.
 

INFO/DMS

The Data Management System of Prime
INFORMATIONlets userstore, retrieve and
update information withoutlimiting the size or
numberoffiles created. Data files are maintained
in onlinelocal or remote disks. Their companion
dictionary files contain the nameof the data
field, the display format and internalstorage for-
mats, conversion functions, input audit checks,
and therelationships of these items with other
fields, recordsorfiles. All report generators, up-
date processors and application programs can
access important information on definitions
andstructures.
Prime INFORMATIONfiles can contain any

numberofrecords. The system software dynami-
cally assigns spacefor new recordsin file, and
dynamically returns space whenrecordsare de-
leted. An application system will not abort from
auser whohasnotreservedfile space in advance.
Recordsare located by applying oneof several
hashing algorithmsto the key of the record.

Completely variable in size, Prime
INFORMATIONrecords can contain any num-
ber ofvariable-lengthfields, each of which can
contain any numberofvariable-length values.
The size and numberoffields can change as an
application changes, without physically restruc-
turing the files. This lets users develop applica-
tions without knowing the maximum field size
and withoutreserving storage space.In addition,
the INFO/BASIC programming language has
functions designedspecifically to handle variable
length fields and recordsefficiently.

Files are organized bothrelationally and hierar-
chically. A file can be assigned security codes
and variouslevels of update and accessrights.
Internally, INFO/DMSmaintains data in a very
efficient format. Using Association values and
subvalues can eliminate cross-references and
data duplication, and minimize multiple disk
accessto retrieve or recall a specific data ele-
ment. Upto four times as much data can be
stored in the samedisk space as in most fixed
file systems.
These features combine to make designing

and implementing a database managementsys-
tem in Prime INFORMATIONvery simple. All
programscan sharefile definitions and data.
Programstend to be small, and both easily
written and maintained.
 

INFORM

This non-procedural language query and report
generator manages informationeasily through
local or remote online terminals.It gives casual
users hands-on accessto valuable business
records, almost as easily as if they were
using a deskcalculator.
The vocabulary of INFORM software contains

verbs, file names andoptionalsort criteria, selec-
tion criteria and output specifications. Starting
with a very simple request, INFORMlets users
build and analyze varying levels of data. Earlier
requests can berecalled, altered and saved by
employing a user-specific name.
Example:(Fig. 1)

:SORT THE PERSONNEL.DATAFILE BY
AGE BY LAST.NAMEBY FIRST.NAME WITH
EMPLOY.DATE AFTER1-1-85 PRINT NAME
ADDRESS BREAK.ON“P”” AGE SALARY
DEPARTMENTLPTR
This example will produce a printed report of

personnelhired after January 1, 1985. The report
will be,in order, by age and name,listing address,
salary and department. A new page begins with
each new age. “LPTR”directs the output to the
printer instead of the terminal. Note the use of
the throwaway words THE,FILE and PRINT to
improve readability.
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PERFORM

PERFORM softwareis a multiple-user command
and controlfacility based on the PRIMOSoper-
ating system, together with a customized user
interface.
This subsystem is communicated with

through the commandsit receives; the vocabu-
lary file is used to transform the commandsinto
sentences. The sentences then invoke various
processes within Prime INFORMATION.
PERFORMsoftware operates on verbs, stored

sentences, menus and paragraphs. Operations
are dictated by the type of the word, as defined in
the vocabulary file for the first word in the com-
mand. PERFORM integrates interactive, batch
and real-time supervisory servicesin a single,
“embedded”operating system.It supports the
32 megabyte virtual addressspace available in
all Prime processors. The embedded design
increases system speed and makes Prime
INFORMATIONextremely responsive.
A unique feature of PERFORMisthe sentence

stackEditor. It allows the last 99 PERFORM
commandsto be edited, combined and stored
in the VOCfile as sentencesor paragraphs.
They mayalso be executed.
 

INFO/BASIC

This structured procedural languageis easy to
learn becauseofits simple syntax andbuilt-in
functions. It incorporates manyof the best com-
mercial features of COBOL,Pascal, PL/I and
BASIC. INFO/BASICfunctionsinclude building
variable length dynamic arrays; modifying arrays
and extracting variable length fields, values and
subvalues; simple read/write/print statements
that operateon totally variable record sizes;
and substring extractions based on a specified
delimiter.

INFO/BASIC also supports direct access record
location for such online systemsasdata entry,
updating andretrieval, and sequential access
techniquesfor batch-type programslike payroll
register and general ledger reports. Such flexibil-
ity meansthatonly one language is needed for
all data processing systems.

INFO/BASICis a general purpose programming
language designedfor programming inventory
control, accounts payable and receivable, and
similar business tasks. Novice programmers can
be effective with very little training, while ad-
vanced programmers have the resourcesto solve
complex problems quickly and accurately. An
interactive source level debuggeris provided for
faster program developmentandtesting.

Programsdeveloped online and added to the
user's vocabulary can be maintained privately, or
shared with other users through public libraries.
These programscan be dynamically linked to
other programs and subroutines, and can refer to
commondatavariables. Programscan also be
groupedinto application packages to form modu-
lar, easily configured software systems.
The INFO/BASIC compiler is designed to pro-

duce codethat runs in a multiple-user, virtual
memory environment. Object code is exception-
ally compact. Execution speeds and system load-
ing are balancedto give the largest numberof
users the fastest response timepossible.
 

EDITOR

The Prime INFORMATIONeditoris an easy-
to-use tool for system development and mainte-
nance.It operates on one record at a time, and
is used to build and modify data, programs,
dictionary entries and vocabulary entries. It
features its own commandstack, an “OOPS”
error facility andfull access to the PERFORM
and INFORM components.
 

ENTRO

This is a structured updatefacility that can
modify database records. ENTRO can process
any system file, plus edit and verify input data
according to user-defined criteria. The ability to
define an update process in one ENTROsentence
can eliminate muchofthe high cost involved in
developing system update programs.

 

PRIMEand PRIMOSareregistered trademarksof
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